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Fundamental Principles and 
Practical Applications of Fat 

Grafting to the Breast

Fat grafting the breast is appealing; but its apparent 
simplicity is also its danger. The procedure is 
unfortunately riddled with many myths, fallacies and 
paradoxes. For best results surgeons need to 
understand the science behind three-dimensional 
avascular tissue grafting and master the resultant 
fundamental techniques. 

This is a presentation of the lessons learned after 20 
years and more than 4000 cases.  



The Incision Free Flap: A Versatile 
Procedure in Breast Surgery

Vascularized flaps reliably transfer much more tissue than avascular 
grafts. To this effect, we developed the reverse Abdominoplasty and 
Fat Transfer Procedure or RAFT as a minimally invasive flap addition 
to our autologous fat graft transfer procedures to the breast.

The RAFT is an incision free flap; it requires no new incisions. Using 
a specially designed 35 cm long double pointed curved needle, the 
flap is mobilized with a #2 PDS purse string suture threaded around 
the peri-mammary tissue to be recruited. Tightening the purse 
string recruits the equivalent of a reverse abdominoplasty (RA) flap 
and of a lateral thoracic flap. The recruitment tension is relieved and 
the flap is inset by percutaneous needle dissection and undermining 
using specially designed long cutting needles. The advancement is 
then suspended as a knot buried into the clavi-pectoral fascia. 

The RAFT reliably transfers a 3- 7 cm wide crescent of peri-
mammary skin and 100 – 250 ml of flap tissue to mushroom up a 
breast mound and define new breast folds. Without any incision, 
the procedure transfers to the breast both a Ryan abdominal 
advancement flap and a lateral thoracic flap.

Initially developed to salvage implant failures, we have refined the 
RAFT over the past 15 years and now include it in essentially most 
of our breast procedures to significantly enhance our fat grafting 
results. We will present our experience with this versatile addition 
to our autologous fat grafting breast augmentation and 
reconstruction procedures. 



Wound Closure by Regenerative 
Surgery

One-millimeter puncture wound gaps regenerate with essentially no 
scar. Stacking a multitude of these small gaps in a mesh expansion 
pattern can add up to a substantial amount of scarless tissue 
regeneration. We developed this regenerative wound closure 
alternative to treat defects that would have otherwise required 
flaps.

After tumescent anesthesia we place the wound edges under 
extreme tension using a specially designed tissue approximator. 
Then, with 1.2 mm needles that preferentially sever tensed tissues, 
we inflict a staggered alternating pattern of full-thickness needle 
punctures down to the restrictive fascia. Each puncture nicks the 
tight tissues to release a tiny amount of tension. We start 
peripherally and, as the tension is relieved through mesh expansion, 
we move towards the edges till a tensionless closure is achieved. 
We avoid undermining and meshing close to the edges.

We closed with this technique 250 wound defects all over the body 
that would have required flaps (size 3cm2 - 60cm2). There was no 
donor site defects and no additional scars. The wounds healed 
uneventfully with a straight-line scar as long as we meshed 10cm for 
every 2cm of required tissue gain. Complications were seen when 
the expansion ratio exceeded 20%. Interestingly, the blind needle 
punctures caused no nerve damage.

The sum of tiny gaps generates the tissue required to close large 
defects. This wound closure procedure replaces the traditional 
“borrow from Peter to pay Paul” flap procedure with a regenerative 
alternative that “grows Paul”. 


